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Abstract 

.4t DESY, t.he comput,er code TBCI-SF has been developed 
for studies on the beam dynamics of intense elect,ron beams in 
the low energy regime. This code is a 2:-dimensional, fully 
relativistic particle-in-cell rod?. Arbitrarily shaped static or 
dynamic external fields can be superimposed and the code also 
takes the space charge effects of the electron beams into ac- 
count. First the code TBCI-SF will be described. Then various 
applications will be prrsent,ed. 

Introductioq 

To study the dynamics of the hollow electron beam in the Woke 
Field Transformer Esperinhent[l,2,3], the computer code TBCI- 
SF[4] has been developed at DESY. The code is used to opti- 
mize the different components of the experiment and to study 
their influence on the electron beam due to the interaction of 
the external fields with the particles. The particle-in-cell code 
TBCI-SF is useful for the simulation of existing experimen- 
tal setups as well as for planned accelerator components like 
sources of intense electron pulses. -4fter a description of TBCI- 
SF and the computational methods used in the code, we will 
present the results of three different calculations to existing or 
planned experiments. The first application is the simulation 
of the bunching process of the hollow driving electron beam in 
the prebuncher-cavity of the Wake Field Transformer Ezper- 
Imetri. A long electron bunch, produced in the electron gun 
passes through the prebuncher-cavity and due to the &field, 
the bunch is divided into a few subsequent smaller bunches. 
A second application is the simulation of the preliminary de- 
sign of a planned electron source[5]. Here electrons are emitted 
from a photocathode located inside a superconducting cavity. 
The elect,rons are accelerated by the rf-field of the cavity to a 
kinetic energy of about 2 MeV. The third application of TBCI- 
SF is the simulation of the concept of a Lasertron:6,‘i]. Short 
electron bunches are photoemitted and accelerated by a static 
field between the cathode and the anode. Because of the high 
intensity of the bunchr and the short length ( < 1 ns ) of 
the pulses. space charge effects will increase the bunchlength. 
.4fter the arcel?ration the bunches pass through one or more 
olltput, cavities which extract their rf-energy. First calculations 
of a Lascrtron with two cavities will he presented. 

‘JTBCI-S-J 

The program TBCI-SF[4] is a particle-in-cell code. This method 
of solving Maxwell’s equations and the Lorentz force equation 
selfronsist,entlv has been developed in plasma phvsics[8] and 
is currently b&ng used in accelerator physics for 6igh rurrent 
12eams[9,lOj. 
After the initial conditions have been fixed, the following t.hree 
steps are carried out: 

- Calculate the current density at the mesh points which cor- 
responds to the motion of the particles. 

- Advance fields in time using this current density as a driving 
term. (equivalent to 1 step in TBCI) 

- Advance particle trajectories according t.o the Lorentz force. 

- 
‘Now Dqmrtmrnt if Phycics. IJnivcrsity of Maryland, LJSA 

Using the finite integration theory[ll], the fields and the cur- 
rent, density are located in the mesh. The field evaluation with 
t,ime is then calculated exactly as in TBCI[lZ], using the cur- 
rent density in the mesh as a driving term for the fields. Deeper 
discussions of this algorithm can be found elsewherejl2,lfj. 

The charge distribution in the bunch is described in TBCI - 
SF by macroparticles which represent a rigid charge distribu- 
tion in a volume corresponding to about one cell of the field 
mesh. These macroparticles are characterized by t,heir posit,ion 
(T, Z) and rapidit,y c = (1~,, “4, uZ) = p;imc. The position may 
be anywhere inside the region covered by the mesh, the rapid- 
ity is treated fully 3-dimensionally. The Lorentz force equation 
can he written as 
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Similar to Maxwell’s equations, this system is solved by a leap- 
frog schrmr. The velocity as well as th? magnetic field must 
be time-averaged when the velocity change is calculated. Fur- 
thermore, the second equation is implicit. In TBCI-SF it is 
replaced by an explicit algorithm: In the first st,ep, the rapid- 
ity is advanced by half a t,ime step using only the electric field. 
Then the rotation in thr magnetic field is calculated and finally 
the second half step of acceleration is carried out. 

In order to decrease noise amplitudes, pyramid-shaped par- 
ticles are used. This allows a smooth approximation of any 
charge distribution a.t the cost, of second order terms in the cur- 
rent density caIculat,ion. A charge-conserving scheme is used 
for the determination of current densities in the mesh. This 
is the same one used in ISIS[14] which was first described by 
Buneman[l5]. Instead of mult,iplying the charge density by an 
average velocity, the current. is calculated as a sum of charges 
which pass a cell wall during one time interval. The field at the 
particle position is calculated as a weight,ed mean of the fields 
at mesh points which are covered by the charge cloud repre- 
sented by a particle. 

Only two of the four Maxwell equat,ions are needed to ad- 
vance the fields in time. The others are fulfilled implicitly. One 
of these equations, Gauss’ Law, must be used to correct the 
fields if the current calculation is not charge-conserving. In 
TBCI-SF, both are used to check the results every few time 

~%&al fields created bv sources other than the bunch current 
itself often cause problems in particle-in-cell codes. Sometimes 
static fields are not foreseen, and rf cavity fields can only be 
produced by simulating the whole filling period (which is ex- 
pensive in terms of CPU-time and may be inaccurate) or by us- 
ing approximations like the “port approximation” in MASK[S]. 
TBCI-SF allows external fields to be given as start values of 
the electromagnetic field implemented on the mesh. Once they 
are set up, t.hey do not need to be treated specially any longer. 
Static fields may be precalculated by PROFI[lG]. The PROFI 
mrsh must be identical to the TBCI-SF mesh (or to a part of 
it) in order to avoid numerical errors due to the interpolation. 
Resonant fields are precalrulated by URMEL[17] with the same 
restriction on the mesh. Both, electric and magnetic fields, are 
taken from URMEL results. Therefore, initial phase and am- 
plitude of the rf field may be adjusted separately. 
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higher charges (beam currents). the cavity ficlcl cannot com- 
pr&s the long bunch That can br intcrprrtrtl as space charge 
effect~s inside the bunch resulting 111 a blow-up of the beam. 
The cavity volt,aee is not high enough to compensate these ef- 
fects. By mcreasmg bhe volr,age of the ravitg, they particles will 
he further acrelprated or decelerated, strengthening bunching 
process and prrvc’nting the bunches from bring blown-up by 
space rhargr effects. The simulation results ar? in agreement 
with this behaviour. They show that beami with higher cur- 
rcnt,s can be hunched. 

I’hr CPU time needed for thr sirnuliirion is a function of the 
number of macropartirlrs used, n,+f, and of thr number of ni~sh- 
pnint,s, fly,: 

t;.p,. (0 
‘1 df ch 

number of steps 

1000 1’t;o ) 1000 

Typically rig’ and ils, art‘ of th? ,al~ip order of tr!iignitn<lr. On 
an IBM 3084 Q. the c~,rflicients are tl 2: 13.5str. and 0 r’: 1tiOsrc. 

The Bmlching Process in the Prebuncher 
pf the Wake Field Transformer Expernne& 
7-m 

Wit,h the particle-in-cell code TBCI-SF, t,he first 1.5 m of t,he 
Wntr Field Transformer E~perirrzent[2,3] at DESY, with the 
I)reburlcher-cavity and the following driftspace is simulated. 
The dimensions of the simulated st.ruct,ure are the same as in 
thr exp&mcnt. A hollow electron beam of 8 cm in diamr- 
t (‘r and parabolic density distribution along the axis of motion 
is generated in the electron gun. The beam is guided by a 
sol&id field wit>11 field strengt,h of about 0.2 T. The pulse 
length of the generat,ed beam is nearly 10 us. The elect,rons 
then pass through the prrbunchrr-cavity, a single-cell cavity 
with frequency of 1, = 500 MHz. At the end of the following 
driftspace, 1.5 m aft.er the gun, a gap monitor is positioned 
to measure t,he current distribution of the compressed bunches 
leaving the prebuncher. In the calculations, we start. wit.h a 
nleasured &UP for thP gun vcrlhage of ahout 50 kV and in 
crease it, up to thz design peak value of 150 kV. We vary the 
tnt;11 charge of the gmeratrd hollow beam hrtwrpn 20 nC and 
4 TIC. As a third parameter we also change the cavity voltage 
brtwern 60 kV and 400 kV. When the long (long compared to 
OIIP rf-cyrlrx in the cavity) hollow beam passes the ravity gap, 
thr 1):~ tic-If.5 at ~diffcrtwt pt,sitionh insldc thr bunch arc accclcr- 
at rti or tl?ct~leratetl depending ou the phase of the field at, thrs 
timt’ they pas5 through. That results in a compression of thr 
1111ig linnrli into 4 few subsequent smaller buuches. 

CURRENT FIT Z= 1.500 ‘I 

I. “IPA “2 
11 s 

c. IL 

Figurr 1: Current distril~ution of rotupressed l~u~~ch i tot al 
charge Q ~- 1 J~C! at thr p~~siti,,n of the simulated monitor. 
1.5 m after thus electron-gun. The cavity roltae;~ is 61 kV 

As an example, Fignrr 1 shows the current distribution at 
thr l<)catiron of the sinlulatcd monit,crr. The Input values arc 
IrGun - 150 kV. ueu. z 61 kV and a tot al charge of the hollow 
ham of Q = 1 PC. One result of the simulation is that for 

Simulation of a Superconducting _______- 
Photoemission Source ____-... 

The second application of the code TBCI-SF is the simulation 
of a proposed superconducting photoemission source of high 
brightness[5]. In Figure 2, the preliminary design of the cav- 
it,y is shown. The length of the structure is 26.5 cm and the 
radius is 12.5 cm. A reentrant-type superronducting cavijty is 
embedded in a vertical cryostat. Outside the cryostat are the 
magnets which guide the h~anr and the beam diagnostic sys- 
tems. A pulsed Nd:YAG laser generates an electron pulse of 
10 ps by photoemission from the cathode. The ca.thode has a 
diameter of 1 cm and is located inside the cavity. A parabolic 
current dist,rihntion of the pulse in the longitudinal dire&on is 
adopted. To get the same current, density at each radius, we 
choose a special distribution in radial directi+)u. We wry the 
mea.n current of the bunch brtwecn 8 A and ?50 A. The r&field 
inside the cavity has a frequency of about 505 MHz. The sur- 
face field strength at the cathodr is 16 hlV/m. To limit the 
nerded CPU-time, the particles emitted from the cathode have 
an iuitinl kinrstlc energy +lari of (1.1 kt>V. At t -0, t,hr phase 
of the field relative to tlw peak due is 40”. The elrrt,rons 
are accelerated by the rf-field up to 1.8 MeV at the end of the 
ravit,y. Near the cathode, tllr l.~~~nch is ratlially compressed by 
the field, except for the highest. l)em~ current. Thrn for times 
t ; 200 ps, the radial dim&sions of the bunch are great.er than 
the initial value of 5.0 mm. The radial increase for low beam 
currents is about, 50 %, when leaving t,he structure. For the high 
current, t,he radial blow-up exceeds 100 %. The radial increase 
c.an be interpreted as a result of two effects. First, the radial 
component of the field neax the beam pipe accelerates the par- 
ticles in the radial direction. However, this can be reduced by 
decreasing the diameter of the beam pipe. Changing the pi e 
radius from 6 cm to 3 cm made the radial dimension of t K e 
bunch at the end of the structure approximately 1.5 % smaller. 
The second reason for the radial blow-up are the space charge 
effects, which dominate as we increase the beam current. 

IBCI - SF RUN 
,a. n lY. II ?L(IM 

Figure 2: Preliminary design of the supercorlcluctillg reen- 
trant cavity with 3 cm beam pipe. The position of the bunch 
at t = 70 ps and the electric field is shown. 
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By changing the relative phase of the cavity-field, the radial 
dimensions can be further reduced. In another .calculation we 
changed the phase at t=O from 40” to 50” relative to the field 
peak value. We found a reduction of the radial dimensions of 
about 2 % for the highest beam current and more than 5 % for 
the low beam currents at the end of the structure. The longitu- 
dinal dimensions of the bunch also depend on the space charge 
effects. For the low currents (8 A and 16 A) the longitudinal 
dimension of the bunch was 2.59 mm and 2.61 mm, respec- 
tively. This was an increase of less than 2 % for the higher 
current compared to the low current result. For the high beam 
current (250 A) the bunch length at the end of the structure 
was 3.58 mm, an increase of nearly 40 %, compared to the 
low 8 A current. The initial value for the bunch length was 
0.059 mm for all cases. The length of the bunches at the end 
of the simulated structure were 43.9, 44.2, and 60.7 times the 
initial values. The high value for the 250 A current is a result 
of the space charge forces inside the bunch. 

Simulation of a Lasertron 

A new concept of building a high power rf source with high effi- 
ciency is the LasertrouT In the Lasertron, high current pulses 
are generated by a laser.pulsed onto a photoemissive cathode. 
Unlike a conventional klystron, the electrons in the Lasertron 
are emiited as a bunched beam. When the short bunches leave 
the cathode the int.erna.1 forces are higher than at any other 
time. This will cause a longitudinal blow-up of the bunch and 
this effect increases with increasing beam currents. The short 
electron bunches are accelerated by a constant. electric field 
through a diode and pass through one or more output cavity 
gaps to improve the efficiency. In our simulation of the first de- 
sign of a Lasertron which was under study at SLAC, four elec- 
tron bunches of 70 ps each were emitted from the cathode[6]. 
The longitudinal current distribution was again parabolic, and 
the peak current of each bunch was 1 kA. The time between 
two subsequent high current bunches was 0.35 ns. The electron 
pulses were accelerated by a static electric field of 400 kV be- 
tween the cathode and the anode. A constant magnetic field 
of 0.2 T guided the particles. The frequency of the two out- 
put cavities located behind the accelerating gap was 2.86 GHz. 
When the bunches pass through the cavity gaps at the right 
phase, their loss of rf-rnergy is (in the ideal case) so high that, 
at the end of the structure a dc-current reaches the collector. 
This can be proved by a current monitor located downstream 
behind the cavities. We did our simulation to demonstrate that 
the program TBCI-SF can reproduce values like the efficiency 
correctly. Comparison with results in ref.[6] showed excellent 
agreement. The simulated structure of the lasertron with over- 
a.ll length of 21 cm is shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Structure of the SLAC Lasertron, as simulated by 
TBCI-SF. The position of the first three subsequent bunches 
is indicated for t = 0.88 ns and for t = 1.05 ns. At t = 0.88 ns 
I upper picture) the particles passing t,hrough the output cav- 
ity gaps arc decelerated by the field. At t. = 1.05 ns (lower 
pict,ure) the electric field has turned, and the particles are 
accelerated 

Summary 

The capability of calculating internal forces in an electron beam 
and also includin external fields by which the particles are in- 
fluenced, makes t fl e particle-in-cell code TBCI-SF a useful tool 
for a wide range of simulations for components of high energy 
accelerators. The code gives reasonable results compared to 
other calculations, as in the case of the Lasertron simulation, 
and it is helpful for the design of new accelerator c.omponents. 
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